**MOT2 - PHASE 1B-2 DETOURS:**

1. **THRU MOVEMENT ON OLD HALLS FERRY RD CLOSED AT BRIDGE.**
   - SOUTHBOUND TRAFFIC DETOUR VIA DUNN RD TO NEW HALLS FERRY Rd TO THE OLD HALLS FERRY Rd/NEW HALLS FERRY Rd SPLIT.

2. **THRU MOVEMENT ON OLD HALLS FERRY RD CLOSED AT BRIDGE.**
   - NORDBOUND TRAFFIC DETOUR VIA THE OLD HALLS FERRY Rd/NEW HALLS FERRY Rd SPLIT TO HER HALLS FERRY Rd TO DUNN Rd.

3. WHEN I-270 EASTBOUND ON-RAMP IS CLOSED, DETOUR ALL TRAFFIC TO I-270 EASTBOUND ON-RAMP FROM FLORISSANT AVE VIA PERSHALL RD.

**MOT2 - PHASE 1B-2**
CONSTRUCT OLD HALLS FERRY RD INTERSECTION NORTH OF BRIDGE

**MAINTENANCE OF TRAFFIC**

MOT2 - PHASE 1B-2 DETOUR SHEET - OVERVIEW
OLD HALLS FERRY CLOSURE
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